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Nonprofit 
🌲You! The Storyteller
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🌱Wallet

🌲 The Art of Capturing Stories & Where to Share 
Stories- Audience

🌲Q/A & Further Resources



Storytelling Is Your Most 
Valuable and Affordable Tool 

🌿 Unique Content for Communications & Grants
🌿 Creates a Memorable Brand 
🌿 Gain Community Attention and Trust
🌿 Amplifies your Mission
🌿 Provides Testimony to Advocate for Resources
🌿 Recruit Stakeholders
🌿 Records History 
🌿 Empowers Clients, Staff, & Volunteers 
🌿 Raise $$$
🌿 Nonstop

BUT WHO IS THE CHIEF 
STORYTELLER? 



Good News! YOU are Already 
Storytelling Machine
🌳The world is awash with stories- we are swimming in 

them. 

🌳Storytelling is how we make sense of what’s happening 
to us, others, and in the world. 

🌳Storytelling is automatic, but you have to ask the right 
questions to get to the good stuff. BE CURIOUS.

🌳GOOD storytelling fuels human connection because it 
is unique AND universal instead of vague and general.

🌳Storytelling captures attention. People will listen 
better to your cause.



z

Crafting 
Compelling 

Stories  



The Magic is in Telling 
a Compelling Story

Most people don’t tell compelling stories because 
they LACK: 

🌴 Knowledge of the building blocks
🌴 Time (to be curious, to draft, and/or to share 

with an audience)
🌴 Focus or a theme
🌴 A Specific Audience
🌴 Conflict &/OR Transformation
🌴 Memorable, ”Concrete” Details 
🌴 Dialogue or Quotes
🌴 An Editor
🌴 CONFIDENCE



The Building Blocks of a 
Compelling Story

🌴 Tracking Adversity to Transformation
🌴 A Single Character/Group- the “hero(es)” 
🌴 Setting and Time
🌴 Context – often comes in form of history 

and/or data
🌴 Underpinning Theme or focus (can’t tell all 

the stories or showcase all the “things”)
🌴 Memorable, ”concrete” details 
🌴 Dialogue or quotes
🌴 Revision– the real work is in making choices 

about what to highlight and why (think about 
your audience).

🌴 Beginning, middle, and an end.



Example
"I just want to breathe easier, ya know, overall, like 
not just in my lungs, but in my head, too. I mean, I’m 
tired and all. And some days it’s hard to breathe, but 
I’m not stopping, not ‘til this is all green and 
healthy.” Jarrett Barnes waves his hands over a 
desolate patch of brown that used to be a 
playground. He’s only 24, but at this age he’s already 
a neighborhood hero. As part of Happy Acres’ 
Planting with a Purpose grant, Barnes seized the 
opportunity to advocate for shade trees, fruit trees,
and other plants to his neighborhood in Del Paso
Heights, a blighted community scarred by crime and
poverty for more than 50 years. He’s greened a local 
park already, providing a safe place for children to 
play without being burnt on hot equipment while 
also reducing Greenhouse Gases. 



Example, cont.
For Barnes, though, this goes way beyond climate 

change and beautification. Barnes grew up here, 
wanted to play football at his high school, but his 
asthma, poor air quality, and the “urban island heat 
effect” made it impossible for him to participate. In 
turn, Barnes felt as if he couldn’t live the life he 
wanted. 
“I didn’t know growing up that my neighborhood was 
impacted by the green divide and that was 
contributing to my health problems. There was always 
a lack of trees, no shade, the heat and stink of hot 
concrete. I want to change that– for so many reasons. 
Mostly so that little boys like me can play and breath 
easy without struggling.” 

Barnes is referring to two things common to 
disadvantaged communities… 



Example, cont.

Where might the story go now? 
🍀Information about the Urban Heat Island Effect
🍀Information about The Green Divide
🍀Data about how disadvantaged communities
🍀What Barnes transformed through the grant program
🍀How he became involved in the organization
🍀His plans for the desolate patch from the beginning of

the story
🍀How Barnes was transformed himself via the work
🍀At the end, a clear ask– time, talent, or treasure? 



Compelling Nonprofit Stories 
Include Three Strands

Head 
25%

The Ask
25%

Heart/Human 
Connection    
50%



Your Audience- Who is it? 

🍃Funders
🍃Donors
🍃Elected Officials
🍃Stakeholders
🍃Clients
🍃Residents 
🍃Media- Traditional and/or Social 
🍃Prospects



Building Confidence
★ At first, draft stories in your own voice. Don’t try 

to sound like someone else or what you think you 
should sound like. Make sure these stories are 
the ones that resonate for YOU because it’s 
YOUR spirit and attitude in telling the story that 
attracts listeners. YOU are the contagion. 

★ Be unafraid to spread the gospel of your mission 
and always, ALWAYS have an ask ready to end 
your story.

★ Storytelling and asking gets incredibly easier 
over time-- which sometimes makes stories stale. 
Keep at it and keep it fresh. 



Activities- “Sprint 
Lists” of Head, 

Heart, and Wallet



The Head
Facts 
Data
Statistics
Hard Numbers 
Logic- If THIS 
then THAT
People who like to 
be approached 
with a 
“Competency” 
Mindset



ACTIVITY List #1-- Things That 
Make You go Hmmm.
What are Your Numbers and/or 
Supporting Data and/or evidence?

Since 2010, 916 Ink published more than 4000 
children and teens into over 100 anthologies. 96% of 
published youth report that they are unafraid to write 
for school or take a test that includes narrative writing.

According to 2017 Sacramento County Data, the 
average cost of rent for a basic two-bedroom 
apartment is $1326. A single mom would have to work 
at least 80 hours per week at a $10.50 an hour job 
(minimum wage) to afford a basic two-bedroom 
apartment.  



The Heart
The Basic Hero’s 
Journey Consists of:
1. Character
2. Adversity/Conflict
3. Journey that has 

ups and downs 
(telescope between 
past, present, and 
future)

4. Memorable, 
“Concrete” Details

5. Resolution (The 
reason your 
mission exists!)



ACTIVITY List #2-- Things That 
Make You go OHHHH, 
OOOHHH, AWWW.
Think of a time when your organization was a hero or 
lended a helping hand that made a tremendous 
difference. How did the story start and how did it end? 
Don’t forget the struggle in the middle!
Marcus is a happy 8 year-old boy who loves eating ice 
cream with his auntie. Last year, Marcus struggled 
with reading and fell behind two grade levels after his 
dad was incarcerated. Auntie Sheila advocated for him 
to be in Reading Partners and now Marcus enjoys 
reading books “for his age” and is excited to grow up 
and own an ice cream/bookstore named “BookWorm 
Scoops.” 



The Ask
Direct- No Side-stepping 
around the ask.
Can ask for time, talent,
or treasure
If a $ Amount -
Reasonable for Audience
Time Bound- Limited 
Easy to Give (directions 
provided in story). 
Element of Pressure--
Peer Pressure OR Fear-
based (if I don’t give, 
then this happens).



ACTIVITY List #3-- Things 
That Make You go OK! 
I am IN! 
Craft one or 
two DIRECT 
asks for your 
organization 
with a specific 
$ amount that 
includes one of 
your story 
points from 
lists 1 and 2. 
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Head Heart Wallet Repeat
Where to Share

The Art of Capturing Stories



The Art of Capturing 
Stories

🌿 Find a Single Person or Group to Focus on with a 
transformative story (change from A to B). 

🌿 Be approachable, friendly, and outgoing- don’t 
rush your time together.

🌿 Be prepared to ask meaningful questions
🌿 Tell me about…
🌿 Why do you feel that way? 
🌿 What experiences lead you to know this?
🌿 Why is this important for you? 
🌿 Tell me more about that! I want the details!

🌿 Take detailed notes or record on phone (ask!) 
🌿 Receive explicit permission to share their story–

understand what is allowable or not (full name, 
age, etc.) 

🌿 Take pictures– graphics speak volumes.



Craft Elements

🌲 Get an editor to help you proofread not only for
grammar, spelling, and verb tense. 

🌲 Ask a Reader: 
🌲 What’s the point of the story?
🌲 What do you remember after reading it? The 

takeaway?
🌲 Is it clear what I want you to do at the end? 
🌲 What was repetitive? 
🌲 What was unclear?

🌲 Overall Revision thoughts: 
🌲 Will my audience identify with the material I’ve 

chosen? Is it a good blend of head, heart, and wallet? 
🌲 Is there conflict in the story right away to hook the

reader/listener to keep reading or listening?
🌲 What change effort was amplified in this story?
🌲 Does it represent my organization’s voice?



Furthermore… 
★ Who successfully tells the most 

stories of your nonprofit’s success? 
Collect their stories and try to 
understand why the stories “work.” 
Is there a formula at play? If so, what 
is it? Dig deep to learn WHY people 
responding to the stories. 

★ Be picky in the stories you tell-- craft three 
of them that showcase the best of what you
transform. Memorize these stories but not 
verbatim. When practicing how to tell the 
stories, go for an “accordion” style-- i.e., can 
you tell the story in 3 minutes and can you 
tell the short version in 1 minute? Aim for 2 
minutes and you’ll be ready for any elected 
official council meeting!  

★ Write down why YOU work at your 
nonprofit. What about the mission tugged at 
your brain, heart, and wallet? 



Questions & 
Answers


